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Abstract
Suppose that a group of voters wants to select k ≥ 1 alternatives from a given set, and each voter
indicates which of the alternatives are acceptable to her: the alternatives could be conference
submissions, applicants for a scholarship or locations for a fast food chain. In this setting it is
natural to require that the winning set represents the voters fairly, in the sense that large groups
of voters with similar preferences have at least some of their approved alternatives in the winning
set. We describe several ways to formalize this idea, and show how to use it to classify voting
rules; surprisingly, two voting rules proposed in the XIXth century turn out to play an important
role in our analysis.
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1 Setup
The program committee (PC) of a conference in theoretical computer science is about to
decide on the set of invited speakers: the chair has solicited nominations from the program
committee and the steering committee, and now the PC members have to cast their votes.
To keep things simple, the chair sets up a Doodle poll, and asks each PC member to indicate
which of the potential speakers they approve of. There are 36 PC members, and four slots
for invited talks.
The conference is very broad in scope: it accepts papers on logic, formal methods,
algorithms, and complexity. Each PC member identifies with one of these four areas: there
are 14 algorithms researchers, 9 experts on formal methods, 8 complexity theorists, and 5
logicians. Each potential speaker is also associated with a particular research area, though
some speakers may appeal to researchers in two or more areas. For instance, candidates A,
B, C, D and E are supported by almost all algorithms and complexity researchers, in the
sense that each of them gets at least 20 votes from PC members who belong to these two
communities, candidate F is supported by all formal methods researchers, one algorithms
researcher and one complexity theorist, and there are various other candidates who receive 6
or fewer votes; in particular, each logician suggest a different speaker that has no support
from other PC members.
How should the chair decide whom to invite given the PC members’ votes? Of course,
the simplest option is to count how many times each candidate is approved, and select the
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four candidates with the maximum number of approvals (breaking ties, say, by seniority or
travel costs). However, in our example this means that the chair would end up selecting four
candidates who only appeal to “Theory A” (i.e., algorithms and complexity) researchers, and
this does not seem fair: if there are four invited talks, and the formal methods community is
represented by 9 = 36/4 PC members, intuitively the formal methods researchers are entitled
to at least one slot (which they would probably like to allocate to candidate F ). On the
other hand, it seems that at least two slots should go to “Theory A” speakers, as they are
supported by more than half of the voters. Finding the right balance among these concerns
is not easy.
In what follows, we will survey recent research that contributes to our understanding
of such scenarios by proposing appropriate axioms and identifying voting rules that satisfy
them; we will also discuss the computational complexity of the associated problems. Our
presentation is based on a sequence of papers [7, 1, 18, 16, 5, 15, 20] by several overlapping
groups of researchers that were published in 2014–2017.
2 Formal Model
We consider a set of n voters [n] = {1, . . . , n} who choose among alternatives from the set
A = {a1, . . . , am}. Each voter i ∈ [n] submits an approval ballot Ai ⊆ A, which lists all
alternatives that she approves of. The goal is to select a winning set, or committee, of size k,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Throughout this paper, we assume that voters are not strategic.
A committee selection rule is a mapping that, given A, k, and the list (Ai)i∈[n], outputs
one or more winning committees of size k. Note that we allow ties, but the set of winning
committees must be non-empty.
2.1 Examples of Committee Selection Rules
We will now present several committee selection rules, and briefly discuss their properties.
Approval Voting (AV) Under this committee selection rule the score of each alternative
a ∈ A is the number of approvals it gets, i.e., |{i | a ∈ Ai}|, and the winning committee
consists of the k alternatives with the highest scores (if there are ties, we output all
committees that can be obtained by breaking these ties in some way). While this is a
very simple rule, it may fail to be fair, in the sense that even large minorities of voters
may end up not being represented in the winning committee(s). In our example, AV
would allocate all four slots to speakers who appeal to the algorithms and complexity
community.
Proportional Approval Voting (PAV) Under approval voting, each voter is assumed to
assign a ‘utility’ of one to each of her approved alternatives in the committee. In contrast,
under proportional approval voting, we assume that the ‘marginal utility’ that a voter
derives from her j-th approved committee member is 1j . Formally, given a committee W
and a voter i, we write ui(W ) = h(|W ∩Ai|), where h(j) = 1 + 12 + · · ·+ 1j , and output
all committees W that maximize the total ‘utility’
∑
i∈[n] ui(W ). In our example the
total utility of {A,B,C,D} is 20× (1 + 12 + 13 + 14 ). This is less that the total utility of
{A,B,C, F}, which is 20× (1 + 12 + 13 ) + 9, so the PAV rule would allocate a slot to the
formal methods speaker. This rule has a very long history: it was proposed by a Danish
polymath Thorvald N. Thiele in 1895 [21], and was subsequently rediscovered by other
researchers (see, e.g., [10]).
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Of course, instead of using harmonic weights h(·), one can use another weight function
w(·), i.e., set ui(W ) = w(|W ∩Ai|) for some w : N ∪ {0} → R; we refer to the resulting
rule as w-AV. For instance, setting w(i) = i for all i ∈ N ∪ {0} corresponds to Approval
Voting. Another interesting option is w(0) = 0, w(i) = 1 for i ≥ 1, which is sometimes
referred to as Chamberlin–Courant Approval Voting (CCAV). The CCAV rule aims to
select committees that represent as many voters as possible, but does not necessarily
allocate more representatives to larger groups: in our example, CCAV may select just
one of the alternatives in {A,B,C,D,E}.
Our (and Thiele’s) decision to use harmonic weights may seem mysterious at this point,
but we will soon see that there are good reasons for it.
Sequential Proportional Approval Voting (SeqPAV) One may wonder if winning commit-
tees under PAV can be computed efficiently. It turns out that this is unlikely: deciding
if a given committee should win under PAV is coNP-complete [3, 19]. In fact, this was
already intuitively obvious to Thiele (more than 70 years before the formal language to
talk about such issues was invented), and he proposed a greedy variant of his rule, which
is now referred to as Sequential Proportional Approval Voting (SeqPAV). Under this rule,
the committee is formed in k steps; we start with an empty committee W = ∅, and at
each step we add a candidate with the largest marginal utility, where the marginal utility
of an alternative a ∈ A \W is computed as∑
i∈[n]
(ui(W ∪ {a})− ui(W )) .
In Thiele’s original proposal ui(W ) = h(|W ∩Ai|), but the same approach can be used
with other weight functions. In particular, under the sequential version of the CCAV rule
(SeqCCAV) at each step for each alternative c ∈ A \W we compute
#c = |{i ∈ [n] | c ∈ Ai, Ai ∩W = ∅}|,
and add an alternative for which this quantity is maximized.
Monroe Approval Voting (MonAV) and its greedy variant (GrMonAV) Under MonAV,
to evaluate a given committee W , we assign scores to all many-to-one matchings between
voters and members of W that match each committee member to bnk c or dnk e voters: the
score of a matching is the number of voters who are matched to alternatives they approve.
We then select a matching with the maximum score; this score is said to be the score
of W . We output committees with the maximum score. Under this rule, {A,B,C, F}
should be preferred to {A,B,C,D}: if we choose {A,B,C, F}, we can match 9 voters to
each of A, B, and F , so the score of this committee is at least 27, whereas the score of
{A,B,C,D} cannot exceed 14+8=22.
Now, we do not need to go over all possible matchings to compute the score of a given
committee W : a committee score can be computed in polynomial time using network flow
techniques. However, finding a committee with the maximum score is computationally
hard [14]. Therefore, it is natural to consider a greedy variant of this rule [9]: again,
we proceed in k stages, starting with W = ∅, and at each stage we select an alternative
c ∈ A \W and bnk c or dnk e unassigned voters to be matched to this alternative, so that as
many of these voters as possible approve c. It is instructive to compare SeqCCAV and
GrMonAV: while both rules add an alternative and remove a number of voters associated
with this alternative at each step, SeqCCAV only removes voters who approve the selected
alternative (and may remove a large number of voters), while GrMonAV removes roughly
n
k voters, some of which may not approve the selected alternative.
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Rules based on fractional vote transfers One difficulty with the GrMonAV rule is that it
matches each voter to a single alternative; if a voter does not approve the alternative she
is matched to, naturally we cannot expect her to be happy with the selected committee.
To mitigate this difficulty, Sánchez Fernández et al. [15] propose a family of rules, which
they call EJR-Exact, that operate similarly to GrMonAV, but may assign a fraction of
a voter’s weight to a selected alternative. The name of this family of rules may seem
mysterious at this point, but it will be explained in the next section. The specific weight
assignment rules associated with EJR-Exact rules are fairly complicated, and we will not
discuss them here. Another iterative rule that is based on fractional weight assignment
was recently proposed by Aziz and Lee [6]; they call their rule the Expanding Approvals
Rule (EAR). We note that the idea of fractional assignment of voters to alternatives
is quite well-accepted in the context of voting with ranked ballots (where each voters
submits an ordering of the alternatives). In fact, the method used to elect the Senate
of the Republic of Ireland uses the Single Transferable Vote rule with fractional vote
transfers [22].
Phragmén’s rule and its sequential variants Under all voting rules described so far, for
each voter we define her ‘utility’ or ‘satisfaction’ from a given committee, and choose a
committee with the aim of maximizing this quantity subject to certain constraints. A
Swedish mathematician Lars Edvard Phragmén, who published his work [13] around the
same time as Thiele did, proposed a radically different perspective. In his work, each
committee member is associated with one unit of load, which needs to be distributed
among voters who support that alternative as evenly as possible; an alternative’s load
can only be allocated to voters who approve her, and we aim to minimize the maximum
voter load. Thus, for each committee, we find the best load assignment in terms of the
maximum voter load and then output committees for which this quantity is minimized.
Just as for PAV, finding optimal committees under this rule is NP-hard [8], and Phragmén
has developed an iterative version of this rule, which is computationally tractable (again,
long before the concept of computational complexity was formalized); the subsequent
literature [16] refers to this rule as SeqPhragmen. Another rule that is, in some sense, a
dual of Phragmén’s rule (or, more precisely, a sequential version of its dual) has been
recently proposed by Sánchez Fernández et al. [17], who view their rule as an extension of
D’Hondt’s method for party list representation, and therefore refer to their rule as Open
D’Hondt Method (ODH).
There are many other approval-based committee selection rules; we refer the reader to a
survey by Kilgour [11]. However, the rules listed above seem to be particularly well suited to
achieve our representation desiderata.
3 Axioms
We will now formulate our first representation axiom; intuitively, this axiom says that there
should be a formal methods talk in the program of our conference. In more detail, as there
are n voters and k slots, a group of voters of size nk is ‘entitled’ to a slot. However, there
are many ways of partitioning voters into groups of this size, and it is easy to see that we
cannot guarantee representation to every such group. We therefore focus on groups that are
cohesive, i.e., there exists an alternative approved by all group members; we would like to
ensure that no such group is completely disenfranchized. The following axiom was proposed
by Aziz and Walsh [7], in a workshop paper that started this line of research.
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Justified Representation (JR). A committee W provides justified representation (JR) if
for every group of voters V such that |V | ≥ nk and ∩i∈VAi 6= ∅ there exists a voter i ∈ V who
approves a member of W , i.e., |Ai ∩W | ≥ 1. A committee selection rule satisfies justified
representation if every committee in its output provides JR.
It is easy to see that Approval Voting does not satisfy JR; indeed, this is illustrated by
our conference example. However, most of the other rules we consider satisfy JR: this is
true for PAV (and for every w-AV rule that satisfies w(1) = 1, w(j) − w(j − 1) ≤ 1j ) [1],
for MonAV and GrMonAV [1], as well as for all variants of Phragmén’s rule that we have
mentioned [8], including the ODH rule [17]. A prominent exception is the SeqPAV rule,
which may fail JR [1]. Indeed, sequential variants of almost all weighted AV rules fail JR;
the only exception is the sequential variant of the CCAV rule (SeqCCAV) [1].
For most of these rules it is not difficult to prove that they satisfy JR; we provide the
argument for two rules to illustrate the main ideas.
I Theorem 1. PAV and SeqCCAV satisfy JR.
Proof. Consider first PAV. Fix a committee W that does not provide JR, i.e., there exists
a set of voters V with |V | ≥ nk and ∩i∈VAi 6= ∅ such that Ai ∩W = ∅ for all i ∈ V . Let a
be some alternative in ∩i∈VAi. We will argue that there is an alternative c ∈W such that
(W \ {c}) ∪ {a} has higher PAV score than W does, i.e., PAV cannot output W .
Define the marginal contribution of an alternative c ∈W to be
m(c) =
∑
i∈[n]
(ui(W )− ui(W \ {c})) .
By changing the order of summation, we can rewrite the sum of marginal contributions of
alternatives in W as∑
c∈W
∑
i∈[n]
m(c) =
∑
i∈[n]
∑
c∈W
(ui(W )− ui(W \ {c})) . (1)
Now, for each voter i with Ai∩W = ∅ (so, in particular, for each voter in V ) her contribution
to the sum in (1) is 0. On the other hand, if |Ai ∩W | = s > 0 then for each c ∈ Ai ∩W we
have ui(W )− ui(W \ {c}) = 1s and for each c ∈ W \ Ai we have ui(W )− ui(W \ {c}) = 0.
Thus, in this case i contributes s · 1s = 1 to the sum in (1). As there are at most n − nk
voters who make a non-zero contribution, the sum in (1) can be bounded as n − nk < n,
and therefore there is an alternative c ∈ W with m(c) < nk . Now, consider the committee
(W \ {c}) ∪ {a}. By removing c, we reduce the PAV score by less than nk , and by adding a
we increase the PAV score by at least nk , as each voter in V now contributes 1 to the PAV
score. This proves our claim.
Now, consider SeqCCAV. Suppose that after k steps it outputs a committee W such
that for some set of voters V with |V | ≥ nk and ∩i∈VAi 6= ∅ we have Ai ∩W = ∅ for all
i ∈ V . Again, let a be an alternative in ∩i∈VAi. As a was never selected, it was in A \W
at each step of the procedure. Moreover, at each iteration we had #a ≥ nk because of
the voters in V . Thus, each of the alternatives added to W was approved by at least nk
previously unrepresented voters, i.e., at each step the number of voters i with Ai ∩W 6= ∅
grew by at least nk . Thus, after k steps no unrepresented voters should have remained, a
contradiction. J
By now, the reader may have an impression that essentially any reasonable approval-based
committee selection rule satisfies JR. However, this is not quite the case: there are well-
established rules, such as, e.g., Satisfaction Approval Voting (SAV) and Minimax Approval
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Voting (MAV) that fail this axiom; see, e.g., [11] for the definitions of these rules, and [1] for
respective counterexamples. Indeed, the original workshop paper of Aziz and Walsh only
identified a single voting rule that satisfied EJR, namely, SeqCCAV. While the authors had
considered PAV, they left it as an open problem to show that this rule satisfies JR. This open
problem was resolved independently by two groups of researchers (Brill, Conitzer, Freeman
at Duke and Elkind at Oxford), resulting in the joint paper [1].
It is perhaps interesting that for Phragmén’s rule and Monroe’s rule moving from the
optimization-based version of the rule to its sequential variant preserves JR, but for PAV this
is not the case; moreover, compliance with JR cannot be restored by tweaking the weights.
Thus, sequential variants of weighted approval rules are not faithful approximations of the
original rules.
Now, let us revisit our example. Each of the rules that provide JR guarantees that there
will be at least one formal methods talk. But we also want to ensure that at least two
speakers representing the algorithms and complexity community are selected, and some of
our rules do not have this property. For instance, depending on the distribution of approvals,
SeqCCAV may select A, F , and two of the speakers supported by one logician each; this is not
precluded by the JR axiom. Thus, perhaps we need a stronger axiom, which says that very
large groups of voters with shared interests should get not one, but several representatives,
in proportion to their size and cohesiveness.
To formalize this idea, it will be convenient to introduce additional terminology: for
each ` ≥ 1 we say that a group of voters V ⊆ N is `-large if |V | ≥ ` · nk ; V is `-cohesive
if |⋂i∈V Ai| ≥ `. We will now formulate two axioms that have been proposed in the
literature; both axioms aim to capture the idea that large, cohesive groups deserve several
representatives.
Extended Justified Representation (EJR). A committee W provides extended justified
representation (EJR) if for every ` ∈ [k] and every `-large, `-cohesive group of voters V there
exists a voter i ∈ V who approves at least ` members of W , i.e., |Ai ∩W | ≥ `.
Proportional Justified Representation (PJR). A committee W provides proportional jus-
tified representation (PJR) if for every ` ∈ [k] and every `-large, `-cohesive group of
voters V there are at least ` members of W who are approved by a voter from V, i.e.,
|W∩ (∪i∈VAi)| ≥ `.
We say that a committee selection rule satisfies EJR (respectively, PJR) if all committees
in the output of this rule provide EJR (respectively, PJR).
The EJR axiom has been proposed by Aziz et al. [1]; the PJR axiom was subsequently
suggested in a workshop paper by Sánchez Fernández et al. [18], which was later extended
to a AAAI-17 paper [16]. Both axioms are stronger than JR; indeed, JR corresponds to
setting ` = 1 in either of these axioms. Both EJR and PJR say that large, cohesive groups
should get several representatives, but they interpret this requirement differently, with EJR
being more demanding: if one voter gets at least ` representatives then clearly collectively
the voters in V get at least ` representatives. An attractive feature of PJR is that it is
compatible with the perfect representation axiom: in essence, this axiom says that if there
is a committee that perfectly represents the electorate, in the sense that each committee
member is approved by exactly nk voters, then some such committee should be selected. In
contrast, EJR is not compatible with this axiom [18, 16].
It is not immediately obvious whether a committee satisfying EJR or PJR always exists.
However, it turns out that this is indeed the case, and, in fact, some of our voting rules
always produce such committees.
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Of course, we cannot expect AV or SeqPAV to satisfy these axioms, as they fail the weaker
JR axiom. The other rules on our list satisfy JR; but do they satisfy PJR or EJR? The first
attempt to identify rules that satisfy PJR was not fully successful: Sánchez Fernández et
al. [16] argue that MonAV and GrMonAV satisfy PJR as long as k divides n, but show that
these rules may violate PJR if this condition is not satisfied. Moreover, these rules fail EJR
even if k divides n [1]. The variants of Phragmén’s rule (i.e., Phragmen, SeqPhragmen and
ODH) all satisfy PJR, but not EJR [8, 17]; this is also the case for the EAR rule [6].
In contrast, the PAV rule satisfies not just PJR, but EJR [1]. The argument is not
difficult: just as in the proof of Theorem 1 we consider a committee that fails EJR and
identify a swap that increases the total PAV score. Perhaps more surprisingly, both PJR
and EJR characterize PAV within the class of w-AV rules: every w-AV rule where w is not
equivalent to the harmonic weight sequence fails PJR (and hence EJR) [1, 16]. Thus, the
PJR/EJR axioms justify the choice of harmonic weights in the definition of PAV, which
was made by Thiele back in 1895. Finally, we can now explain how the EJR-Exact class of
rules got its name: this class of rules was designed with the explicit purpose of obtaining
committees that provide EJR, and all rules in this class satisfy EJR (we note that Sánchez
Fernández et al. [15] actually describe a broader family of rules; while all rules in this family
satisfy PJR, only the EJR-Exact rules provide EJR).
4 Algorithms
So far, we have not paid much attention to the computational complexity of identifying
representative committees. However, in practice algorithmic complexity may be an important
consideration, especially in large elections where the size of the committee to be elected is
large as well. Thus, it would be desirable to have a voting rule that satisfies a powerful
justified representation axiom (ideally, EJR) and is polynomial-time computable. Another
relevant question is deciding whether a given committee provides (proportional/extended)
justified representation.
We start by considering the second question. One may think that, to verify whether
a committee provides JR, one has to look at all groups of voters of size at least nk , which
is obviously computationally expensive. However, one can obtain an answer much more
efficiently by focusing on alternatives: for each alternative not in the committee, we can
check if there is a ‘large’ group of voters who approve that alternative, but do not approve
anyone in the committee. This check can be performed in polynomial time. Regrettably,
this approach does not extend to verifying PJR/EJR, as we would have to consider groups
of alternatives. Indeed, it has been proved that deciding whether a given committee provides
PJR or EJR is coNP-complete [1, 4].
Now, finding an efficiently computable rule that satisfies JR is not difficult: for instance,
SeqCCAV fits the bill, and so do many other sequential rules discussed in this paper. For
PJR the task is somewhat more challenging: the original workshop paper [18] that introduced
the concept of PJR could not identify a single polynomial-time computable rule that satisfies
this axiom, and the GrMonAV rule, while efficiently computable, is only guaranteed to satisfy
PJR when the committee size k divides the number of voters n. However, essentially at the
same time it was established that SeqPhragmen satisfies PJR [8], and so does ODH [17].
Subsequently, it was proved that several rules that are based on fractional vote transfers are
efficiently computable and provide PJR; this includes, in particular, the EAR rule of Aziz
and Lee [6] and the rules of Sánchez Fernández et al. [15]. Thus, there are many different
approaches that allow us to find committees providing PJR quickly and efficiently.
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In contrast, designing an efficient procedure for finding committees that provide EJR
turned out to be more challenging. Indeed, even sophisticated sequential rules such as
SeqPhragmen and ODH were shown to fail EJR. However, in the beginning of 2017 two
groups of researchers [5, 20] independently made the same observation: the proof that
committees with the maximum PAV score satisfy EJR also applies to committees with almost
optimal score. This observation suggests a simple local search algorithm, which we call
LS-PAV: we start with an arbitrary committee W , and look for a committee member c ∈W
and a non-member a ∈ C \W such that swapping c with a increases W ’s PAV score by a
significant amount. The condition that the change should be significant guarantees that
we will converge in polynomial time, yet the resulting committee still satisfies EJR. Thus,
committees providing EJR can be computed in polynomial time!
While the swap-based algorithm is very attractive from a theoretical perspective, convin-
cing voters to use it may be difficult: they would see LS-PAV as trying to optimize a certain
quantity, but then stopping before the optimal value is reached. Many voters would find
that unappealing, especially if they can identify a committee that has a (slightly) higher
PAV score than the selected committee. On the other hand, the EJR-Exact rules of Sánchez
Fernández et al. [15], which were proposed at around the same time as both of the local
swap algorithms, also admit a polynomial-time winner determination algorithm and provide
EJR, while operating similarly to traditional voting rules, such as Single Transferable Vote.
However, their weight transfer mechanism is not easy to explain, and the proof that these
rules satisfy EJR is considerably more complex than for LS-PAV.
Recall that checking whether a given committee provides EJR/PJR is computationally
hard: that is, somewhat counterintuitively, constructing a committee that provides EJR/PJR
from scratch is easier than deciding if a given committee has this property.
Very recently, the three manuscripts that provide polynomial-time procedures for com-
puting committees that provide EJR [5, 20, 15] as well as the manuscript that proves that
it is coNP-complete to test whether a given committee provides PJR were combined into
a paper that was accepted to AAAI-18 [2]. We would like to remark that this violates the
pattern established by the previous two papers on this topic, each of which first appeared as
an MPREF paper, and then got extended to a AAAI paper with a somewhat larger set of
co-authors.
5 Conclusions
While the basic questions concerning JR, PJR and EJR have been answered, further questions
remain. For instance, Aziz et al. [1] propose a notion of justified representation that is even
stronger than EJR and is based on core stability in an associated cooperative game. At the
moment, it remains open whether every input admits a committee that provides this form
of justified representation; it is known that PAV may fail to output a committee with this
property even when it exists. Another open question is whether EJR is compatible with
other important axioms, such as, in particular, committee monotonicity (this axiom says that
if a is in a winning committee of size k, it should be in a winning committee of size k + 1).
Indeed, the research surveyed in this paper can be seen as a part of the broader agenda
of axiomatizing approval-based committee selection rules (see also [12]) and understanding
their computational complexity.
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